Mediating Moms: Mothers in Popular Culture (Paperback)

By Elizabeth Podnieks

Brand New Book. In recent decades, popular culture - from television and film to newspapers, magazines, and best-selling fiction - has focused an enormous amount of attention on mothers. Through feminist, psychoanalytic, sociological, literary, and cultural studies perspectives, the twenty chapters in this book examine an array of current and relevant contemporary topics related to maternal identities such as working, stay-at-home, ambivalent, absent, good, bad, single, teen, elder, celebrity, and lesbian mothers; and issues such as the mommy wars, self-care, pregnancy, abortion, contraception, infanticide, adoption, sex and sexuality, breastfeeding, post-partum depression, fertility, genetics, and reproductive technologies. Contributors from Canada, the United States, Britain, and Australia engage critically and theoretically with stereotypes perpetuated by popular culture media, and chart some of the provocative and liberating ways that we can use and interpret this media to encourage and promote alternative and transformative maternal readings, identities, and practices. Mediating Moms looks at mothers as imaged by and in the media; how mothers mediate or negotiate these images according to their historical, corporeal, and lived personhoods; and how scholars mediate the popular and academic discourses of...

Reviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually written extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been written very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde
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Oxford University Press Inc, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 228 x 156 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Written by an expert in the field who is both a teacher and a teacher-educator, this book is an in-depth and...
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